ONTARIO, IT’S TIME TO TRIPLE WIND & SOLAR POWER!

THE WORLD IS GOING RENEWABLE
At the recent global climate summit in Dubai, 198 governments — including Canada’s — agreed to triple renewable energy.

Ontario’s huge renewable energy potential is still largely untapped. It makes no sense to not make the most of the lowest cost and fastest ways to meet our growing demand for power and lower our climate impact.

Ontario needs to embrace the global goal by tripling our wind and solar power. Let’s build a modern, efficient, affordable and reliable electricity system that will meet future needs.

While the world goes green, Ontario remains stuck in the past. Our province has not added a single kilowatt of wind or solar energy to its electricity grid in the last six years.

Wind and solar power are now our lowest cost sources of electricity. Ontario needs to make more than modest efforts to reap the benefits of renewable power — we should triple our wind and solar power.

Paired with a variety of storage options (stationary batteries, thermal storage, Quebec water reservoirs, EV batteries), wind and solar can supply green power 24/7 reliably and affordably.

Instead of spending huge sums on polluting gas plants and high-cost, slow-to-deploy nuclear reactors, Ontario should choose affordable, reliable and safe renewable energy.

At the recent global climate summit in Dubai, 198 governments — including Canada’s — agreed to triple renewable energy.

Ontario’s huge renewable energy potential is still largely untapped. It makes no sense to not make the most of the lowest cost and fastest ways to meet our growing demand for power and lower our climate impact.

Ontario needs to embrace the global goal by tripling our wind and solar power. Let’s build a modern, efficient, affordable and reliable electricity system that will meet future needs.
Ontario needs to triple wind and solar by 2035

Tripling our solar and wind power is a win-win solution for our economy, jobs and climate safety. A modern, renewable electricity system will lower bills for electricity consumers, reduce pollution and attract businesses to Ontario. Send Premier Ford a message urging him to commit to tripling Ontario's wind and solar power by 2035.

Send your message to Premier Ford here:

CleanAirAlliance.org/triple

@ONCleanAir